many skeletal muscles, however, thin filaments appear to have exact lengths, although this can vary from ~0.9 mm to ~1.3 mm in different muscles.
Importantly, both filament types are constantly being regenerated, with half-lives measured in days, and with full sarcomere renewal every two to three weeks. So, precise filament assembly is a continual process. Such precise assembly is especially remarkable when one considers that continual regeneration is taking place in the heart whilst it beats; for instance, in humans approximately 100,000 times each day.
Possible ruler molecules in muscle?
The discovery of two giant proteins in muscle, titin (also known as connectin, 3.0-3.7
Molecular rulers? Larissa Tskhovrebova and John Trinick
What is a 'molecular ruler'? The lengths of many linear polymers in biology are specified with remarkably accuracy, indicating they have very similar or the same numbers of subunits. Examples include bacteriophage tails, bacterial flagellum hooks, bacterial 'injectisome' needles, and the thin and thick filaments of striated muscles. Such exact assembly requires explanation, because the same subunits in the test-tube generally polymerize to highly variable lengths. One attractively simple explanation for precise length is that there is a 'ruler' molecule whose size measures off the final size of the growing polymer. An interaction between the ruler and the polymer might involve only the ends of both -a simple ruler -or interactions could occur along their entire lengths through multiple binding sites, with the ruler acting as a template. In either case, a change in polymerization conditions will occur when the polymer reaches the end of the ruler, stopping further elongation and possibly also initiating binding of a terminator or capping molecule.
How exact are lengths of the thick and thin filaments in muscle? Striated muscle is so called because the arrays of thin (actin) and thick (myosin) filaments are held in register by the Z-and M-lines, resulting in broad transverse stripes (Figure 1 ). The very sharp boundaries that mark the edges of the filament overlap region (asterisks in the figure) suggest both filament types have exact numbers of actin and myosin subunits.
Thick filaments appear to have the same length in all vertebrates, measuring ~1.6 mm. The three-fold symmetry of the filaments, together with counts of the number of myosin registers (49), suggest that they are made from 294 myosin subunits. Thin filament lengths are more variable, and in some muscles, such as cardiac, are thought to vary within the same sarcomere. In MDa) and nebulin (700-900 kDa), respectively bound along thick and thin filaments, immediately suggested they might be molecular rulers measuring off filament lengths. Nebulin is thought to be a single a-helix ~1 mm long, close to the length of the thin filament. Single titin molecules span between the Z-and M-lines and in the thick filament region are bound to the filament. Nebulin and titin have multiple binding sites for actin and myosin, respectively, and these sites are in patterns that repeat every 38.5 nm and 43 nm, which are the repeat distances of the helical structures of their filaments. Thus, the structures and interactive properties of both nebulin and titin appear compatible with the general requirements for a ruler or template. 
Does the nebulin ruler hypothesis stand up to experimental tests?
Nebulin's possible role as a ruler has been tested in several ways, and thus far the results appear to argue against its controlling thin filament length. Two such pieces of evidence are: first, the nebulin molecule appears to be somewhat shorter than the thin filament in most fibre types; and second, in nebulin gene knockout models, the thin filaments are generally shorter and remain relatively uniform. These last data might seem to indicate that nebulin's role is to ensure that the filaments will grow to a defined length and will be stable at this length, rather than that they will not grow beyond a defined length.
How about titin's role as a ruler?
The idea that titin specifies thick filament length is supported to some extent by studies of myofibrillogenesis, showing that titin is one of the first sarcomere proteins to be expressed and, together with other cytoskeletal proteins, such as a-actinin and myomesin, is likely to form a scaffold before thick filament assembly. There is, however, no direct evidence that titin is a thick filament ruler. One piece of evidence suggesting existence of a different mechanism is that in some invertebrate muscles, for example in insect flight muscle, the thick and thin filaments also have precise lengths, but there is no titin or nebulin spanning the thick and thin filaments in these muscles.
So what is the verdict? At the moment the verdict is inconclusive.
The recent gene-targeting experiments seem to argue against molecular rulers controlling filament length in muscle. But, in the highly integrated and precise structure of the sarcomere, it may be difficult to grossly modify or completely delete components without other consequences, especially when the modified molecules are large, extended and with many interactions, as in titin and nebulin. For instance, nebulin is also part of the Z-line and so it is not surprising that its complete deletion results in the anomalous Z-lines, with possible consequences for signalling controlling muscle assembly. Definitive tests of the ruler hypotheses in muscle may therefore only allow small alterations to the putative rulers, if only filament length is to be altered and nothing else. For instance, deletion of a single 43 nm repeat from the myosin binding part of titin, or a 38.5 nm repeat from the actin binding part of nebulin, could potentially alter the filament length by one helical repeat to produce a clear answer.
Similar small internal deletions were made in the rulers proposed in bacteriophage tails, bacterial injectisome needles and flagellar hooks. In all three cases, the length of the assembled polymer changed with the size of the ruler, as predicted; thus, the evidence for ruler mechanisms is quite strong in these cases. However, while the correlation of ruler size and polymer length is a common feature, the proposed mechanisms vary in detail, such as whether the ruler remains attached to the final structure, or the presence or absence of a terminator molecule. If titin and nebulin belong to the family of molecular rulers, they demonstrate another variation in being on the exterior surface of their polymers, rather than inside a tube, as in these other examples. If titin and nebulin are not rulers, then the challenge remains to discover how thick and thin filament lengths are controlled to such high precision in muscle.
Where can I learn more?
Body size and the neural control of movement Scott L. Hooper Nervous systems, muscles, and motor organs (biomechanics) generate movement cooperatively and should therefore change coordinately as body size changes. Proving this hypothesis requires a description of the nervous system, muscle, and biomechanics of individual species and comparison of these properties across a collection of species spanning a large size range. Obtaining these data in even one species is daunting, and we are far from reaching a general theory of how nervous system, muscle, and biomechanics depend on body size. Sufficient cross-species data nonetheless exist to identify some consequences of body size on the neural control of movement, which form the focus of this Primer: for example, locomotor cycle period depends on leg length; large animals should devote more neural resources to hazard avoidance and stride correction; the importance of gravity and momentum increases, and of passive muscle properties decreases, with limb size; and the medium in which movements occur affects these size dependencies. These considerations suggest that, in applying biological data to robotic design, proper 'size' should be maintained across all levels (i.e., if small-animal neural mechanisms are used, so should small-animal muscle and biomechanical properties).
Scaling and neural control of locomotion
An illustrative example of the interaction between neural control and biomechanics is terrestrial locomotion in birds and mammals. The legs of all species examined here are located under the body (as opposed to the sprawling posture of, for instance, alligators). The legs could thus move, at least in part, as pendulums during locomotion, and passive two-legged mechanical models can walk down inclined planes. Neurally induced muscle contractions also drive animal locomotion, and the importance of
